
Hi, my name is Jasmin Hadad. I’m a 

passionate junior  graphic and UX/UI 

Designer with diverse project 

experience, strong problem solving 

skills, and quick adaptability. 


Seeking for a company that shares 

my enthusiasm to UX/UI and offers 

growth opportunities.




Netivot, Israel

Sewing

2023

2021

Cooking

Music

History & Art

UX UI Designer

Russian - Native Language

Hebrew - Second Native Language

English - Advanced 

 Competitors Analytic

 User research

 Personas traits delineat  Sketching

 Wireframes

 Site map Empathy Maps

 User flow

 Moodboards  Design system

 High Fidelity Prototype 

 Prototype

Social and Political Science

Bex Academy

Open university of Israel

Contact

Passions

Education

Language

Work Experience

Software skills

Social

Jasminhadad91@gmail.com

Jasminhadad91@gmail.com

behance.net/jasminhadad

linkedin.com/in/yasmin-hadad/

jasminhadad91.wixstudio.io/mysite

WE FIT is a startup that provides a platform connecting trainers and trainees based on location. Additionally, 

it leverages AI to offer personalized supplementary workouts, nutritional menus, and more.


During  the work on the project, I did:

Hommi is a smart home application and another project I worked on during my studies. I strived to create an 

interface that provides a genuine home feeling and addresses all the challenges associated with using 

similar apps.



If you're still deciding on the interview, here's more about me:


I'm a passionate UX/UI designer with a strong work ethic, always open to new challenges. I enjoy creating 

user-friendly interfaces and bring a mix of skills in design tools and technologies.


I believe I could be a valuable addition to your team and would love the opportunity to discuss my 

qualifications further.





The library project is one of the assignments I was tasked with during my studies. I decided to take it a step 

further and create a social platform that would be user-friendly and incorporate AI.



Project #1

//2023

//2023

//2023

//2017-2023

//2009-2011

Project #3

Project #2

We Fit 

Hommi

Account manager, financial manager, and responsible for contracts 
and budgets





Military Service



Before I decided to delve into the world of UX/UI, I worked in the finance department of the 

Municipal Community Center and the Municipality in Sderot.



I served in the Air Force in a unit responsible for precision weaponry.



You can see the full process on my portfolio:

Academic library online

I am a junior UX/UI designer with one year of experience and three 

projects that demonstrate my skills and experience:



So, let’s be in touch..

Click here to see  formal resume

jasminhadad91.wixstudio.io/mysite

Formal resume
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